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UNFCCC Climate Dialogues- In-session workshop on long-term climate finance 
(Part I) 
Nov. 27, 2020; 13:00-15:00 CET / 7-9am EST 
Notes: Archer H. Christian, RINGO support, climate finance policy analyst 
 
Background: Per COP decisions, the secretariat has organized in-session climate finance workshops since 
2012, held primarily in conjunction with the SB inter-sessional meetings every May/June. The 2019 and 
2020 workshops focus on: 1) the effects of climate finance and 2) the provision of financial and technical 
support to developing country Parties for adaptation and mitigation, in relation to the temperature goal 
of the Paris Agreement. 

Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the 2020 in-session workshop is being held in 2 parts over 2020 and 
2021: Part I of the in-session workshop (this virtual session) was aimed at “providing an overview of the 
state of mobilization and delivery of climate finance and insights and lessons learned from the LTF 
period,” including “what the COP can consider undertaking to further advance those issues.” 

The outcomes of the Part I in-session workshop (virtual session) will feed into Part II, to be held in 
conjunction with the subsidiary body sessions in June 2021 (pandemic conditions permitting). 

 
Facilitators: Zaheer Fakir (South Africa) and Georg Børsting (Norway) 

Introductory remarks: 
o Julio Cordano (Chile), COP25 Presidency, Counselor of the Chilean Foreign Service, Director of 

Environment and Ocean Affairs, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Chile 
§ While many are committing to net zero by 2050, the Q is what resources will be 

mobilized and how. This is a long-term goal. 
§ The balance between mitigation and adaption = ongoing problem present throughout 

discussions of finance  
§ COP26 = Finance-heavy agenda, and this workshop is key to contributing to that work 

o Patricia Espinosa, UNFCCC Exec Secretary (by pre-recorded video) 
§ Focus is on mobilizing $100bill/yr goal = centerpiece of the Cancun agreement.  
§ Key achievement of the last 10 yrs = adoption of PA à proof that nations can be united 

for the common good. 
§ Still a long way from reaching our goals. Climate emergency continues to worsen. 

Heading toward >3 deg C increase. Need stronger commitments, unity, ….. Finance is the 
single most imp element for addressing the climate crisis. Infrastructure sector alone 
needs >$6trill/yr until 2030. 

§ Historically, only multilateralism has provided positive results to global emergencies and 
crises. Achieving the $100 bill commitment is a signal that will strengthen political trust 
and encourage developing countries to raise ambition. 

 
Background on LTF: Georg Børsting, Norway 
Reviewed topics/evolution of in-session workshops (also avail at https://unfccc.int/topics/climate-
finance/workstreams/long-term-climate-finance-ltf )  
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Scene-setting presentations - Current state of climate finance; effectiveness of climate finance, 
including the results and impacts of finance provided and mobilized; Overview of provision of 
financial and technical support to developing country Parties for their adaptation and mitigation 
actions 
[Notetaker remark: This session did not delve into the results and impacts of finance, nor of technical support provided 
to developing countries. It did illuminate issues, concerns and complexities of climate finance provision, mobilization 
and delivery.] 

Presenters: 
o Ms. Jane Ellis, OECD: Head, International Climate, Environment Directorate, OECD secretariat 

§ Review of OECD’s recent report: Climate Finance Provided and Mobilized by Developed 
Countries in 2013-2018 

§ Total 2018 = 78.9 USD bill (need 13%/yr increase in 2019 & 2020 to reach the 100 USD 
bill/yr commitment) 

§ Aggregate trends: rate of increase is slowing and mobilised private finance plateaued in 
2018 

§ 2018: mitigation = 55 USD bill (2/3 of total); adaptation = 16.8; cross-cutting = 7.1 
§ Public climate finance: Loans more than doubled = 19.9 USD bill (2013) to 46.3 USD bill 

(2018); Grants gained little: 10 USD bill (2013-15) to 12 USD bill (2016-18) 
§ Distribution: middle income countries = more than 2/3 of total (2016-2018); LDCs=14%; 

SIDS=2%; (though amount to both LDCs and SIDS doubled from 2016 to 2018). 
§ While LDCs and SIDS receive a higher percentage of funds for adaptation and for grants 

than other developing countries, 66% of the finance for LDCs is in loans  

o Ms. Tracy Carty: Senior Policy Adviser, Oxfam 
§ Primary message = “How the $100 bill commitment is being met = as important as 

whether it is.” 
§ Review of the Oxfam Climate Finance Shadow Report 2020: Reported annual average 

(2017-2018) climate finance provided and mobilized = $59.5 bill >> Only $19-$22.5 bill 
considered “climate-specific net assistance” (1/3 of total) 

§ Grant equivalency = key issue >> Developed countries not required to report grant equiv 
numbers, but ODA is reported on grant equiv basis, so why not for cli fi? (e.g., France: 
$4.8 bill reported à $1.3 bill in grant equiv) Must account for what has to be paid back. 

§ Trends in public climate finance 2015-16 to 2017-18: Concessional loans = $18.5 bill to 
$22 bill; Grants = $11 bill to $12.5 bill. The largest increase has been in non-concessional 
loans = $13.5 bill to $24 bill (with MDBs the largest provider); Adaptation $ are increasing 

§ IMF’s Sept 2020 debt sustainability assessment “warns that half of low income countries 
are either in or at high risk of debt distress, even before COVID-19 debt levels were high.” 

§ Lessons for Post-2020 Climate Finance 
• Separate mitigation and 

adaptation finance goals 
• Address proportion of grants, 

prioritize vulnerable countries 
• New guidance to avoid ODA 

displacement 
 

• Robust accounting standards 
• Clearer mandate for gender-

transformative approaches 
• Locally-led climate finance 
• New $$ for loss & damage
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Open discussion with Q&A 
Questions: 
o Where are we now re climate finance as compared to 2010? 
o Insights regarding the effectiveness, results and impacts of climate finance mobilized and delivered? 
o Challenges and opportunities in accessing $$ and tech support for adaptation and mitigation actions? 
Discussants 
• Mr. Amar Bhattacharya - Sr. Fellow of the Global Economy and Development, Center for Sustainable 

Development, The Brookings Institution  
• Ms. Preety Bhandari -Dir for Climate Change and Disaster Risk Management Division of the Sustainable 

Development and Climate Change Department, Asian Development Bank 
• Mr. Peter Damgaard Jensen - Board Chair, Institutional Investors Group for Climate Change and CEO of 

the Pensionskassernes Administration (PKA) of Denmark 
• Ms. Mariama Williams - Programme Coordinator, Sustainable Development, Climate Change and 

Gender, The South Centre 
 
Key Points/Messages 
o Ongoing methodological differences: 

§ What should be counted and what shouldn’t? 
• OECD reports on what all Parties have agreed should be counted (COP decisions), 

while Oxfam uses ODA reporting practice of grant equivalency. 
• Export credits don’t belong (SCF agrees with Oxfam on this) 
• No agreed upon definition for climate financeà what’s included? non-concessional 

loans? But, these impact climate action, too, so should be counted; Absence of 
transparency on non-concessional is an issue; yet, high value to the recipients 

• Market-rate loans (non-concessional)= “lending for profit -> outside the spirit of 
climate finance support.” Don’t count. 

§ ODA and climate finance: Is ODA a vehicle that delivers climate finance or are ODA and 
climate finance 2 types of support that can get blurred into each other and challenge 
tracking/reporting & assessing whether $100 bill/yr commitment is being met? 
• SDGs contain climate goals 
• Ultimate goal = all finance to be sustainable and climate resilient 
• Climate finance = finance to address climate impacts in recipient countries 

§ How to count “mobilized” 
§ Other: Distinguishing “new and additional;” Meeting Art.4 commitment to “support the 

actions of developing countries;” tracking gender-related 
o Mitigation vs Adaptation: Ongoing concern about private finance going primarily to mitigation 

(where investors get a revenue stream) - untapped opportunities in the banking sector, e.g., 
building resilient infrastructure; micro-finance to reach people at bottom; have public $ 
crowding in private (blended funding)- how to do this?  

o Loans vs Grants:  
§ Loans dwarfing grants = continuing problem for climate-vulnerable countries (identified 

even during fast start finance)à creating debt stress situations; Need much more 
investment in capacity building, and commitment to make adaptation funding loan-free; 
GCF shift to more loans is worrying. 
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§ Concessional and semi-concessional loans play vital role, must be scaled up 
§ Alternative perspective: We need to use a responsibility paradigm, not get lost in loans vs 

grants debate  
o Other: Mismatch between country-driven needs and available finance (related to too few 

sources); Access and predictability = key; Gender = too little focus/attention (see Issues below) 
o Impacts: how does the scale of the diff kinds of climate finance impact outcomes? 
o Celebrate gains in adaptation finance 
o Issues for developing countries: access, GCF readiness, missing intermediaries, limited funders 

(small set of international intermediaries delivering climate finance- UNDP, World Bank, EBRD, 
…). Funding gap widening (per UNEP), as needs are growing. Meeting only 20% of needs, much 
from domestic. Africa getting short-changed. Co-financing (and what’s not counted) = big 
challenge (now, more the rule than exception; GCF moving here). Accreditation requirements= 
too strict (see doubling down on this by multinationals = decreasing opportunities for domestic 
entities). Gender = limited attention 
§ Particularly troubling: the small set of international delivery entities are structurally 

embedding their process as biz-as-usual = detracts from country ownership, 
compromises GCF values, creates isolation/wall between international and national, and 
compromises capacity building. 

o Impact/Implications of COVID-19 and the recovery packages: 
§ Imminent crisis that threatens capital = Money is forthcoming; make this true for climate 

finance 
§ Climate events interlinked with COVID-19 – reveals huge exposure 
§ How and how soon can climate goals be integrated into recovery packages? (community 

resilience = critical avenue and end point) 
§ Need international policy makers to provide clear signals; especially re adaptation finance 

o Private finance: absolutely key to meeting $100 bill/yr goal + achieving required paradigm shift 
 
Wrap-up and closure by the co-facilitators 
Zaheer Fakir, South Africa, and Georg Børsting, Norway 
 
Closing Remarks 
o Archie Young, UK Lead Climate Negotiator, Cabinet Office 

§ Purpose of these dialogues has been met here 
§ Clear recognition that progress (to $100 bill/yr goal) has been made, but more work 

essential on quantity and quality. Right finance for right application; mobilize more; make 
accessible to local ownership 

§ Next week: Heads of Delegation event; Climate Ambition summit next month 
§ Drive top level political and practical action on finance to shift trillions in private finance, 

but not as substitute for public finance. 


